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INMAGINE is a global creative ecosystem 
powered by creativity, technological innovation, 
and entrepreneurship specializing in creative 
content and cloud-based editing tools. 

Our leading brands, such as 123RF, Pixlr, 
and Designs.ai, offer designers and marketers 
a seamless creative experience.

For more information on our products, 
please contact: 

Forging a Future Where 
Design is Within Reach 
For Everyone

Exclusive Reseller

ACP Computer Training School Pte Ltd
3 Ang Mo Kio Street 62
#06-18, 569139
Tel. No.: (65) 62277996 

Email: info@acpcomputer.edu.sg



123RF empowers storytelling 
with millions of creative content

and cutting-edge technology.

API SOLUTIONS

Plug in high-quality content into your SaaS applications 
and marketplaces

Choose from 123RF FREE, PLUS, and PREMIUM libraries 
available for different budgets

Suitable for all different business models 
- by license, by user, or by fixed fee

Enable whitelisting if no API integration is required

Flexible licensing terms for all requirements

123RF STANDARD PLANS

Subscription Plan
Recommended for long-term 

image usage

Download Pack
Great for getting content 

anytime, anywhere

123RF PLUS
Unlimited downloads*

for any type of content

CORPORATE PLUS
Manage accounts, licenses and more to fit your

business needs with our Enterprise Plans.
BEST SELLER

Huge Content Variety
Ever-increasing content such as images,

vectors, 3D, videos, audio, and more.

Intuitive A.I. Editing Tools
Smart 1-click editing tool for simple content creation 

and faster creative processes.

A.I. Assisted Search
Improve your search quality and get accurate results 

with our AI-powered search engine.

*Get 123RF FREE unlimited downloads with 123RF PLUS access. Speak to us to customize 123RF PLUS to suit your specific needs.



Comprehensive 

API-integration available
 by Google

One of top 
7 favorite apps 

of 2021 for 

Creative freedom begins here
One suite for all your creative needs!

Pixlr Suite is a complete suite of apps for
photo editing, animation and design.

Everything from removing backgrounds with AI, to retouching photos,
to creating animated content, collages and more. If you can imagine it,

Pixlr will help you create it.

Desktop & mobile-friendly

Unleash the power of Pixlr Suite
Every creative tool a creator needs, all in one place!

Batch editor  | bulk photo editing Remove bg  | auto AI remove

Pixlr X  | design expressPixlr E  | epic photo editor

Photomash  | one-click magic

Education solutions

Pixlr for Education is a special program made for students, 
educators, and administrators working at recognized educational 

institutions or qualified educational-related NGOs.



Hablemos

ENTERPRISE PLAN
We've got an enterprise plan just for you! Get customized solutions 

and powerful API integration for our range of products. 

Let's talk

LOGOMAKER
Use our A.I. logo generator to launch your
brand with a unique logo and a full brand 
identity kit. Choose from over 10,000+ icons.

VIDEOMAKER
Use our text-to video technology to transform articles,
posts, and text scripts into powerful, fully-edited videos
in more than 20 languages.

DESIGNMAKER
Simply input your text, select a dynamic design
template, and use the design wizard to generate
thousands of potential variations.

SPEECHMAKER
Our text-to-speech technology allows you to
convert text scripts into realistic voiceovers with
multiple languages, tones and pitches.

Designs.ai aims to empower imagination 
through artificial intelligence and make design 

smarter and faster, ensuring a seamless 
creative process for everyone.

Logo variations
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Assets

Subscribe

Video dimensions

16 : 9 1 : 1 9 : 16

Download mp3

Input text

Languages & Voiceovers

Convert to Speech

Select Format

Input Variables

Fashion & Style

Every Day Look

Spring/Summer collection

www.yourwebsitehere.com




